
Marset
Funiculi Fabric

Oberfläche

sable

blanc

Technical details

Pays de fabrication  Espagne

fabricant Marset

concepteur Lluis Porqueras

année 2018

protection IP20

Contenu de la livraison LED 230 Volt

aptitude de tension 110 - 240 Volt

matériel caoutchouc, Fer, polyester

couleur de câble noir

longueur de câble 200 cm

atténuation dimmerable sur place

base/version E27

Transférabilité sur la conduire

Puissance en Watt 8 W

LED y compris

Diamètre de l'ombre 33 cm

Hauteur de Abat 28 cm

Pied de lampe dimensions ∅ 30 cm

remplacement des ampoules : sur le site meme

Dimensions H 158 cm

Description

The Funiculi is one Marset’s most emblematic lamps. Its design is over 30
years old, but is still just as modern and functional as the day it was designed.
With its direct or indirect light, easily adjustable height and variety of bright
and subdued colours, the series leaves little room for innovation. Yet there’s
one avenue that remains unexplored. Heir to the first floor lamp is the Funiculi
Fabric with a fabric shade, a design that Lluis Porqueras first conceived in 1979
but that is only 2018 seeing the light of day. Respecting the initial design to the
fullest, only its proportions have been updated. In this new version, the cloth
on the shade unlocks the light, allowing it to filter through and better
illuminate the space. It shares the same structure as the original, so you can
easily adjust the lamp to your desired height. The essence of both lamps
continues to be their simplicity, but the new design is chic and classical,
perhaps even more sophisticated than the original. This floor lamp is available
with a shade in white and sand, base and rod are always made in black
lacquered iron.
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